The Patton College of Education

Online Master's in Coaching Education
A TRADITION OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Founded in 1804, Ohio University is the ninth oldest public university in the United States. Located in Athens, Ohio, with five regional campuses spread across the state, Ohio University is committed to providing the optimum foundation for student success. Offering a dynamic environment with unique programs for education and research, Ohio University brings internationally recognized practitioners, scientists, and scholars to work with students in a variety of different disciplines. In the continued spirit of innovation, Ohio University currently provides distinctive graduate level educational opportunities on campus and online.

Ohio University is proud of its rich history, diverse campus, international community, educational offerings, accomplished faculty, and remains dedicated to helping students achieve their intellectual and personal development.

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BECOME AN ELITE COACH?

To become an elite coach you’ll need to develop an in-depth knowledge of the sport, the rules, and the history; but there’s much more to it than that. Elite coaches are dynamic communicators, mentors, and motivated leaders. They effectively evaluate talent, drive conditioning, teach core concepts, and inspire their athletes to perform their best. Great coaches are passionate about the game, committed to their players, and above all, they understand that victory comes through preparation, strategy and execution.

Learn to establish yourself as a premier coach in the world of sports by enrolling in our online Master’s in Coaching Education program. It’s a comprehensive learning experience specifically designed to improve your core coaching abilities while delivering an advanced examination of leadership, coaching techniques and tactics, athlete performance, conditioning, coaching psychology, communication and more. Continue working while learning immediate implementable coaching knowledge you can put to use in your current position.

ONLINE EDUCATION

The online master’s degree in Coaching Education through The Patton College of Education and Human Services is designed for active coaches who are looking to build a more fulfilling coaching career while becoming better leaders on the field and off. The curriculum and online learning environment are specifically tailored to bring the best of an on-campus education home, or to wherever you have access to the Internet. The online program is flexible to your schedule while providing information and training that is immediately implemented into your current coaching position.

NFHS Corporate Partner

Ohio University is a Corporate Partner of the National Federation of State High School Associations.

Take the first step by calling us today for program details and enrollment dates
1-866-939-5791

Online Master’s in Coaching Education
Global Sport Coaching Seminar
– During the Summer Term

Our 4 to 5 day on-campus summer Global Sport Coaching Seminar - It is a powerful and immersive coaching experience with the benefits of:

- Networking with multiple cohorts
- Keynote speakers to host hot-topic discussions
- Q&A session with knowledgeable, experienced speakers
- Conduct mock interviews to help prepare you for future opportunities
- Model teaching - 6 minutes to teach a technique & be evaluated
- Provide coaching materials for future reference and learn a variety of coaching techniques that transcend across sports

“**I chose this program over other master’s programs because of the ease of online classes and how it fits into what I am doing now. I don’t have to pick up and move somewhere else. I can keep coaching while moving up my education to the next level.”**

– Matt Karlgaard, current student

**COURSES**
The online Master’s in Coaching Education program will take you about 2 years to complete.

**The curriculum includes these critical courses:**
- Introduction to Sport Coaching Education
- Coaching Workshop
- Global Sport Coaching Seminar
- Foundations of Sport Coaching I
- Foundations of Sport Coaching II
- Management & Leadership in Sport (for Coaches)
- Psychology of Sport Coaching
- Injury Prevention & Risk Management
- Performance & Conditioning for Sport Coaches
- Ethics & Diversity in Sport Coaching
- Finance for Sport Coaches
- Research Methods for Sports Performance
- Coach Performance Evaluation

Take the first step by calling us today for program details and enrollment dates

1-866-939-5791

The Patton College of Education and Human Resources